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ABSTRACT. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring with derivation d. Supposed d
is a derivation of R, where n is a positive integer. It is shown that if R is (4n- 2)-torsion free
or if R is an inner derivation of R, then d2-1 0.
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Recently, the present authors in [5] showed that, if d is a derivation of a prime ring of
characteristic 2 and if d2’ is also a derivation of R, then d2’-I 0. This generalizes several
earlier results given by Posner, Martindale, Miers,

Jensen, Chung and Luh [1,2,3,4,5]. The

purpose of this paper is to extend this result to semiprime rings. More precisely, we prove the

following two theorems.

THEOREM 1. Let R be a semipme ring with derivation d.
R
if is (4n- 2)!-torsion free, then d2n-x O.

I d2’ is a derivation and

THEOREM 2. Let R be a torsion free semiprirne ring and d an inner derivation of
It. If d2" is a derivation, then d2"-1 O.
The following three lem_ _rr_s will be used in the proof of the theorems. From the nature of

the result one would expect the first lemma to be known, but we have not been able to locate
it in the literature.

LEMMA 1. Suppose R is an m-torsion fr semiprime ring. Then there are prime ideals
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P o.f R,

P

13, uch that

(0), and the characteristic of each R]P does not divide m.

PROOF. Since R is semiprime, R is a subdirect sum of prime rings. That is, there are
prime ideals Pi of R, e A, such that
Pi (0). Let B {i A char R/P does not
B.
divide m}. We need to show that
/ (0). Let x
Pi. Clearly, rnx / for all
6B

Furthermore, for
consequently mx

A\B,

since

charR/Pi divides m,

0. Since R is m-torsion free, x

LEMMA 2. Let

.B
rnx

P. Therefore,

0 and hence

positive integer such that d(a)

o] R/P does not diode 2n. If a

A

P

saad

(0) as we desired.

/

B
R be a ring with derivation d and P a prime ideal

is a derivation and the characteristic

rnx

of R. Suppose d2n

R and s

is

t least

P, then s < 2n- 1.

PROOF. From Leibniz’ rule, for any x, y R,
2n

and

which imply that
i--1

Suppose, to the contrary, that s _> 2n- 1. In (1), replaze x by d-2+X(a) and note that
dj (a) P for all j < s. We obtain
2nd(a)d(y)

fi

P for all y

(2)

R.

Replacing y by xy in (2) yields

2nd(a)xd(y) + 2nd(a)d(z)y

P for all z, y

From (2) and the primeness of P, it follows that 2nd*(a)
Since char RIP and 2n are relatively prime, d(a)

We should note that in Lemms 2 even if a

R.

P.

P, a contraxtiction. Hence s < 2n- 1.

P, d(a) need not be in P. In view of this,

we define

P*

{z P: dt’(x)

P for all positive integers k}.

It is easy to see that P is an ideal of R contained in P and d(P*) C P*. If d is inner, then
d(P) c P and P* P. In the next lemma, we will show that P* is a prime ideal under a
restriction on the charaic of

RIP.

LEMMA 1. Let R be a ring with derivation d and P a prime ideal of R. If da" is a
derivation and if the characteristic of R/P does not divide (4n- 2)!, then P* is a prime ideal

oIR.
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PROOF. Suppose not. Then there exist a, b E R such that aRb C P but a, b P.
Since aRb C P and P is prime, either a e P or b e P. First, we claim that a and b both belong
to P. Suppose b P, say. Then a e P. Since d(azb) P or d(a):r.b + a(:r.b) E P, it follows
that d(a)xb E P for all x e R. By the primeness of P, d(a) e P. Now, since d(amb) P or
d2(a)zb + 2d(a)d(b) + ad(zb) P, it follows that d2(a)zb P for all z e R. Consequently,
d(a) P. Continuing this process, we obtain that dk(a) P for all positive integers k, i.e.
a P*, a contradiction. Hence a, b both lie in P. Next, let s, t be the least positive integers
such that d(a) q P and dr(b) P. From dS+t(axb) E P and using Leibniz’ rule, we obtain

.( )
s+t

.#=o

By assumption, ds+t-# (b)

J

dJ (az)d’+t-J (b) P for all

R

(3)

P for all z E R

(4)

z

P for j > s, and hence (3) becomes

q

+ dJ (az)d’+t-’ (b)
(
)
.=o J
t

s

’For i < s, another application of Leibniz’ rule yields
-0

since

d(a) e P, for all < s. Hence (4) can be reduced further to

( + ) dO(ax)dt(b
t

s

p for all me R

which finally by Leibniz’ rule again gives

+
/

dO o) e<b) P

()

( )

Nte that’ gmce s’ t < 2n- l by Lemma 2’ s + t < 4n- 2 and S + t divides (4n- 2)l"
our assumption that char RIP does not divide (4it- 2)!, (5) implies that

dS(a)xdt(b) P
By the primeness of P, either d’(a)

for all x E R.

P or dr(b)

(6)

P. But this is absurd. Therefore, P* is a

prime ideal.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Lemma 1, there are prime ideals P of R,
B, such
that ( P/= (0), and char R/Pi > 4n- 2 for all E B. According to Lemma 3, P/* is a prime
EB
ideal of R contained in/ and d(P*) c P’, for each E B. Since
P (0) and P* C P for

ea

EB

e B, it follows that

devtb= of R/P,’. By

et r, [S].

d"-

0. o d,"-( + ’,)

P," for

e

R. That is, a"-l(z) P* for each e B and for all z e R. Consequently,
0 for all z e R. Hence d2-1 0 as we desired. This completes the proof.

and for all z

a-l(z)

.

(0). Moreover, d induces a derivation d of R/Pi* and
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Since R is 2-torsion free and semiprime, there are prime
ideals P of R with char ]/P 2 for E B. Since d is inner, d(P) C P or P" P for each
E B. Using an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 1, but without using Lemma 3, we
can show that d2-1

0.
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